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Welcome!

• BC Hydro Theatre, Centre for 
Interactive Research on 
Sustainability (CIRS)

• Research Cluster: centre of 
excellence in Social Mobilization 
for Climate Action
– rare collaboration of researchers, 

practitioners, & leaders
– education, psychology, community 

engagement, digital media, 
climate change, and planning 

Purpose of Research Cluster:
• to explore how communities can 

be mobilized through new 
technologies and social 
practices to foster climate 
literacy and action

Bios available at: https://research.ubc.ca/about-vpri/initiatives/research-
excellence-clusters/



Engagement and motivation of the public and stakeholders to implement 
climate solutions, through: 

• dialogue

• social learning

• social norms & practices

• behaviour change

• collective/community action

• support for policy change

What is Social Mobilization?

PICS Special report, (Sheppard et al., 2015) 
- Source: https://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca) 



Why Social Mobilization?
• Meeting climate change targets requires more than just 

carbon taxes, policies, incentives, & information
• 36 million Canadians have a huge role in cutting 

emissions and building community resilience: citizens 
choose how to live and how to vote

• Success stories / research findings show it works



Why digital media?
• Fun! (social interaction, parties, vlogs, competitions, games, etc)
• Multiple channels for social engagement, enabling collective problem 

solving and positive peer pressure at local scale
• Powerful, memorable visuals 
• Replicable, scalable, viral?

Future	Delta	2.0	high-school	videogame



BUT……

community engagement efforts on climate 
change are generally:
•not scaled up
•not systematically applied
•not evidence-based

…most British Columbians have no idea what                                   
BC’s carbon emission reduction targets are...



Goals of the Symposium

• mobilize knowledge from innovative research on 
community engagement & climate action, to 
inform government & citizens

• build strategic partnerships for a strong network 
of researchers & partners to move ahead

• identify research priorities and public mobilization 
strategies to support achievement of government 
climate change targets for 2020-2030 



SYMPOSIUM AGENDA

• Opening speakers 

– Keynote – Jonathan Wilkinson, MP, ECCC

• Key experts from the research cluster

• Presentations of digital tools & research results

• Lunch 

– Keynote – Joyce Murray, MP, Treasury

• Break-out discussions 1 – Priorities for social mobilization 

• Break-out discussions 2 – Strategies & partnerships 

• Outcomes – summary of actions, feedback forms



Logistics

• Loos!
• Agendas
• Thanks to CALP organizers & helpers:

– Alicia Lavalle, Emme Lee, Jenalee Kluttz, Sara Muir-
Owen, Cindy Zhaohua Cheng, Tim Herron, Ted Lau

• Support from UBC VPRI, SSHRC,Telus
• Thanks to cluster members, partners, speakers 

• Public Seminar this evening 7pm Robson Square
• Friday workshop: educational videogames on climate 

change



Opening Speakers

• Dr. Sybil Seitzinger, Executive Director, PICS

• Jonathan Wilkinson, Parliamentary Secretary, 
Environment & Climate Change Canada

• Daniel Kreeger, Executive Director, Association of 
Climate Change Officers

• Tzeporah Berman, co-founder of Forest Ethics, 
Adjunct Professor at York University author & 
environmental



GCCP/CALP, UBC

Neighbourhood Energy Workshop Process

• Engaging citizens in place-
based design for energy; 
shared learning around 
energy & quality of life

• Generic ‘sand-box’ 
neighbourhood board 
game

• Assessing mental models 
of community energy 
(Salter, 2015)

COFFEE BREAK (15 MIN)



Coffee Break (15 min)

Key experts/cluster members:

• Dr. Stephen Petrina, UBC Education

• Dr. Jiaying Zhao, UBC Psychology

• Dr. Alexandra Dulic, UBCO Centre for Culture & 
Technology

• Samsara Marriott, Science World 



Other Cluster Members
• Dr. Rita Irwin, UBC Education
• Dr. Alan Kingstone, UBC Psychology
• Dr. Stephanie Cheng, UBC SCARP
• Dr. Maged Senbel, UBC SCARP
• Dr. David Fracchia, Centre for Digital Media 
• Dr. Catherine Potvin, McGill Biology
• Dr. Kate Sherren, Dalhousie Resources & Environmental 

Studies
• Dr. Robert Gifford, U. Victoria Psychology
• Dr. Suzanne Moser, Woods Institute, Stanford
• Dr. Olaf Schroth, Sheffield Landscape Architecture



Presentations:
• Alicia LaValle - UBC Future Delta 2.0 videogame
• Adam Fenech - University of PEI CoastaL Impact 

Visualization Environment (CLIVE) 
• Maged Senbel - UBC “Do it in the Dark” social media 

campaign
• Leslie Alden - Marin County, California “OWL” 

visualization project
• Tarah Stafford - West Vancouver ‘Cool 

Neighbourhoods’ thermal imaging 
• Tammy Meyers and Miles Marziani – QuestUpon 

Augmented Reality 



Tarah Stafford, Cool Neighbourhoods













• 53 % of GHG emissions in typical 
suburban centers comes from single 
family homes

• In West Vancouver the average home 
emits 9 tonnes of GHG’s/year

• You can visualize 1 tonne as a hot air 
balloon of emissions

• My neighbourhood of 31 houses had 
about 327 hot air balloons floating 
around up there



Free thermal 
imaging with 
Firefighters



Actually seeing the  
heat seeping out of 

your home is a 
strong motivator 
when it comes to 
improving your 
home energy 

efficiency. 

A much higher 
percentage of 

participants (approx. 
90%) went ahead 

with energy retrofits 
after having thermal 

imaging than did 
with having energy 

audits 
(approximately 

40%). 



• Cool North Shore
• 20 neighbourhoods
• 5 municipalities
• Thermal imaging blitzes
• 90% of households that had thermal 

imaging went on to do energy retrofits or 
came to another neighbourhood gathering 
to figure out what they should do next

• Something that could be done in every 
municipality across the country



• The hard part is getting them in 
the door in the first place.

• Once you get them ‘in the pipe’ 
with the visual image they 
usually find it difficult to get back 
out

• From there it is a much easier 
road to other energy emission 
reductions



• Reduced home carbon 
emissions by estimated 
66% 

• Fuelled by dinners, wine, 
and fun!

• Key support role of local 
government

Sources: 
• PICS White Paper (draft) on thermal 

imaging and community-led action (Cote, 
Sheppard, Burch, & Pahl, 2015);

• UK research: Goodhew et al., 2014)
• PICS MC3 Study, http://mc-3.ca/eagle-

island

Proof

Taylor  &  Francis
Not  for  distribution

Proof
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Eagle Island, West Vancouver, 
Canada, 2009

Eagle Island is a community of about 30 homes where 
almost all households have done an energy audit, are 
doing thermal imaging of heat loss, and have pledged to 
retrofit their homes to cut carbon footprint and reduce 
energy costs.

Gussing, Austria, 1996 A crisis in paying for fossil fuel led to wholesale conversion 
of the town to biomass energy for heating and electricity. 
Now an internationally renowned green tourism centre. 

To illustrate just how much progress is possible, we will now take a closer 
look at three examples of pioneering communities that are quite far along 
the path towards realizing their visions of sustainability. They give us 
glimpses of what the future may look like when communities follow very 
different pathways. Box 9A shows what a small rural community can 
accomplish and Box 9B, a fairly large city; both exhibit retrofitting of existing 
communities (with some new development), coming from different parts of 
Europe. Our third example comes from China, which in 2009 overtook the 
USA to become the world’s largest source of greenhouse gases: it 
represents the different problem faced in the ‘New World’ of building a 
very large low-carbon city more or less from scratch. 

M09_Visualizing Climate Change_P02C09.indd   255 05/12/2011   09:04:51

Photos: S. Sheppard
Thermography: Steve Goodhew

PICS Evaluation of Eagle Island community-led 
neighbourhood retrofit 





Hybrid Example: CHEESE Project

Project lead: City of Bristol
Service Providers: Volunteers from 4 community groups, 

volunteer energy auditors, TI experts

Exterior evaluation: 11,000 homes (volunteers)
Interior evaluation: 50 homes (energy auditors)

Equipment: low-cost TI equipment kits (£ 500 each)

Funds: City grant, local independent leadership group, 
neighbourhood funds



Community Energy Explorer online resource 

• A visual learning tool 
for public engagement 
& energy literacy

• Vetted by stakeholders 
from Richmond & 
Surrey, beta-tested

• Neighbourhood 
scenarios

www.energyexplorer.ca

Citizen Science -
crowd-sourced 
data & stewardship



Current Mean April 1st Snowline 
(759m)
2020s Tier 1 (A2) Mean April 1st Snowline (789m)2050s Tier 1 (A2) Mean April 1st Snowline (920m)2090s Tier 1 (A2) Mean April 1st Snowline (1074m)

Lunch 12.30-1.30pm



Lunch 12.30-1.30pm: networking

Keynote - Ms. Joyce Murray, Parliamentary 
Secretary, Treasury & MP for Vancouver 
Quadra



Afternoon break-out sessions

• Discussion #1: Priorities

• Coffee break

• Discussion #2: Strategies & 
Partnerships 

• Outcomes –feedback forms, wrap-up



Framing the discussions on social 
mobilization with digital media…..

Possible pathways:
•Schools/curriculum/games/apps/resources….
•Government-led community mapping & engagement eg. 
mass thermal imaging/online data/energy advice on home 
retrofitting…
•Ripple effect around planning projects/neighbourhood 
visioning/3D visualization
•Bottom-up citizen initiatives, eg. competitions/social 
media/parties
•Citizen science & stewardship/DIY online resources, eg. 
VisAdapt, Citizen Coolkit, 



Southeast False Creek climate change web tour

https://maps.google.ca/maps/ms?msid=213493879154602303507.
0004d9a3c1d2e5f3138b0&msa=0



Discussion #1: Priorities (1:30 – 2:15)

(1) What colour dot do you have on your nametag? 

(2) Find a seat. Aim for different coloured dots around each 
table.

(3) Make sure you know who the facilitator is at your table.

(4) Round of Introductions

(5) Question: WHAT should we be working on to best engage 
citizens on climate change action?

(6) Which of those priorities are the MOST IMPORTANT? 
(use sticky dots)



Future Delta 2.0 educational climate change videogame

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ollOh5xRz3M

Coffee break (10 min)



Discussion #2: Strategies & 
Partnerships (2:30 – 3:30)

(1) For the top priority among those identified earlier, sketch 
out the components of a strategy for moving forward on 
that priority. If our goal is to engage people on climate 
action more widely, then how would we get there? 

Consider the following components:
– What’s your goal?
– Target audience (Who do you wish to influence?)
– Partners / Allies / Stakeholders (Who do you need to have 

on board?)
– What strategies / tools / approaches would you 

recommend? 
– Research gaps (What info do you still need?)



Symposium Outcomes 
• Summary of actions
• Feedback forms/partnering
• Summary report (TBD)
• Partnership Development Grant (TBD)
• Prototype development
• Reminder on Public Seminar: “Cool Tool 

demos,” discussions and review: 7pm downtown
– Adam Fenech, Maged Senbel, FD2 team
– Robert Gifford (commentator)
– Vehicle arrangements



• For social mobilization research review, see http://pics.uvic.ca/pics-special-report-

social-mobilization-draft

• For more information, please contact: 
Alicia LaValle

Research Scientist

Collaborative for Advanced Landscape Planning (CALP) 

Phone: +1 (604) 822-8912

Email: Alicia.LaValle@ubc.ca

THANK YOU !

Photo by T. Eli, 2012.



The Good Life, the Green Life 

Project participants, clockwise from top left: Leanne and James (Maple Ridge), Tanya (North Vancouver), Heather and 

Edith (Port Moody), 

Puente (Delta), Carolyn and Thomas (Squamish), and David (Surrey). (Source: ‘The Good Life, Green Life’ final report)

Documentary film and public engagement about what it means to live a good, green life at the 

climate crossroads

Six	case	study	households	(non-
activists)	across	Metro	Vancouver
Outcomes:	focus on quality of life, 
and an overall desire to be both 
happy and ethical 



‘Do it in the Dark’ Campaign
Digital media as catalysts for climate action campaigns

Competition Interface (My Everyday Earth Facebook app) Totem Park daily energy use from Sep 2011 – Apr 2012, showing clear decline during competition.

Combination of social media, multi-media and face-to-face engagement (fun) in a 3-week 
competition among campus residents led to significant year long energy savings
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Greenest City Conversations (GCCP)
Engagement of Vancouver communities through social media, energy workshops and other channels

Greenest City Conversations research model. (Credit: Salter, 2011)



Lessons from the GCCP
• Different channels 

– Different demographics
– Different affordances

• Persuasive communication vs. emergent 
dialogue

• Potential to engage politically significant number 
of people

• Difficulties of combining research, engagement 
and policy
– Weak connection to policy
– Windows of opportunity



Exploring Vancouver’s Transportation Futures 
(EVTF) Facebook channel:
e-deliberation involves new young demographic (esp. cyclists)

775+ participants

44



What doesn’t work (and 
barriers/constraints)?
Flawed efforts:
• Delivery of information without embedding in stakeholder 

interests/values
• Uncertain financial incentives
• Top-down initiatives without pre-preparation/engagement of users
• Effective tools but too late in the process, or when public 

acceptability thresholds reached

Constraining conditions:
• Inconsistent provincial government policies/messages
• Lack of public awareness/publicity of key policies (eg. targets, 

Carbon Neutral government)
• Lack of public dialogue about climate change/solutions
• Hard to find and sustain effective champions
• Higher priority social values



• General Recommendations

– Two-way engagement from the beginning

– Multiple channels

– Go to the users, use their language

– Enrich processes with digital and visual media

– Emphasize practical solutions

DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS



• Recommendations for Governments and Institutions

• Recommendations for Scientists, Researchers & Practitioners (3rd parties)

• Recommendations to 

Community Groups

DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS



Resources:	

Earthscan/Routledge book 
www.routledge.com/books/details/97818440782
02/

Delta RAC website: http://www.delta-adaptation-bc.ca

Visualization Training Modules: http://www.delta-adaptation-
bc.ca/category/training-modules/

www.calp.forestry.ubc.ca/publications

Visioning Guidance Manual 
(Pond et al, 2010)



Collaboration with communities, stakeholders, 
and local experts

Local Working Group 
workshops

Community feedback though 
questionnaires, observation, and interviews.



Impacts of Local Climate Change 
Visioning Process?

• Increased understanding 
of local impacts and 
solutions

• Increased willingness 
(65-69%) to support local 
mitigation/adaptation 
measures

Delta 2007 public workshops 
with survey:

Longterm impacts on decision-
making (interviews 4 years later):

• Local government staff 
more willing to consider 
radical solutions to climate 
change in their community

• Northshore climate hazards 
study / detailed Delta 
adaptation scenario 
assessment

• Widespread use of visual 
images in the community



Social Mobilization Workshop – feedback on selected recommendations: 

importance, clarity, feasibility, 

• Recommendations for local & regional Governments

Use structured social and digital media exercises to engage users not 
typically represented in planning meetings and give feedback.

• Recommendations for 3rd party intervenors

Use visioning exercises on sustainable or alternative futures with visual 
tools to enrich dialogue, improve understanding, and encourage people to 
co-create possible scenarios.

• Recommendations for community groups

Work in small neighbourhoods with interested community members, where 
any activities or changes are highly visible, to foster shared responsibility 
and collective local action.


